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What is RPA?

RPA (Robotic Process Automation) and
IA (Intelligent Automation)

RPA is a software platform, alike a virtual workforce that carries out tasks by following a flowchart
(making steps and rules-based decisions) no matter how complex, as long as the whole process is
computer based, and doesn’t require any human judgement or interpretation. IA is a combination of
RPA and other automation tools with Artificial Intelligence

You can automate any process if it:
Can be mapped on a flowchart
Has rules based decision points
Has structured data
Is clicks and keystrokes

ML & AI

RPA

Mimics humans
on the GUI (Graphical
user interface)

Doesn’t need
human intuition
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Is stable / low
variability

Rules-based
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Manual &
repetitive

No pending
changes
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How businesses
are using RPA
Save huge financial and FTE
time savings. Exceed your
targets, by cutting out mundane
tasks to focus on your delivery.

Job satisfaction
Remove frustrating, tedious
tasks, so staff can focus on
Interesting value add work

Build solutions at a fraction of
cost of system upgrades
To solve without waiting for
IT to make big changes

A competitive advantage.
Innovate & stand out
Create more RevGen
services to offer customers &
drive business growth

Solve technical issues fast
Remove technical road
Blocks and mundane tasks
In less that a few months

Richer analytics & insights
Makes generating reports easier,
so you get a comprehensive
overview on performance

Scalable, Flexible
workforce at your fingertips
Quickly scale up or down to
manage spikes in demand

A better work-life balance
Identify processes and
streamline your workflow to
reduce those long hours

24/7 Virtual Assistants for
Out-of-Hours demand
Dedicated bots to assist you
during the day, or to work for
you when you’re at home

SOME AUTOMATION USE CASE EXAMPLES
Hiring & onboarding & headcount reduction
Know Your Customer (KYC)
Customer onboarding

SOME OF OUR CASE STUDIES
Identified £2-4m of automation
opportunities in utilities business for
FTE cost savings, cost avoidance
and to re-deployment staff

Daily briefings based on calendar and assigned tasks
Data migration and entry
Extracting data from PDFs, scanned documents,
and other formats
Generating mass emails
Issuing refunds

Delivering automation solutions in
telecom companies, ranging from
£100 thousand to £3 Million of savings

Periodic report preparation and dissemination

Automated just one reconciliation task
in a matter of weeks, saved a small
finance company £30k a year

Claims, Appeals or loan processing

ON-DEMAND CONSULTING

Procure-to-pay, Quote-to-cash
Reconciliation
Updating inventory or vendor records
Daily P&L preparation
Creating and delivering invoices

Leania.co
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RPA MOT

Start delivering your Top Quick Wins
in weeks, not months

Our ‘AEIO YOU’ approach and online platform
helps you achieve 3 things:

1. Gain knowledge of RPA/IA technology for you and your team
We don’t just do it for you, we transfer knowledge to your team with training and insights to avoid
pitfalls and overcome common challenges. We also educate your key stakeholders too

2. A scientific approach for fast automation of your
most beneficial opportunities
We use scientific implementation techniques and tools to identify your most vital weak points and we
can tell you where in your business to surgically insert automation for the highest ROI that meets your
budget and corporate objectives

3. A repeatable framework to scale your digital transformation
Our process is designed around our AEIO YOU method , to ensure consistency in RPA projects, to repeat
RPA success time and time again. Our team is augmented with automation and AI for faster delivery

Book a free
consultation

HOW MUCH COULD YOU SAVE?

A conference call
to understand your business, your
processes and your pain points

Business leaders love our approach

…so do our global online clients

4.1

Overall rating for
our online courses

"[Lean IA's] approach to implementing

What was missing for us was having someone who had a good technical

well executed. Highly recommended

benefit by using RPA but could also challenge the developers of the RPA. Hiring

RPA is thorough, well-researched and

to anyone involved in the automation
market."

Guy Kirkwood, UiPath chief evangelist
(The world’s largest RPA vendor)
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understanding of RPA who could help us identify specific processes which would
[Lean IA] gave us that missing piece to our RPA jigsaw. His enthusiasm for using
automation and technology in the business world is a breath of fresh air.
Steve Waldron, Head of Operations

(International Asset Management firm)
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WHO ARE WE?

Your industry is changing fast, and your competitors are already

adopting automation and AI. Technology will give early adopters a
bigger competitive advantage than ever before.

We’re your virtual consultant. Welcome to the new age
of digital transformation. Are you ready?

Optimizing how businesses automate.

WE’VE IDENTIFIED
£30k - £2M+ OPPORTUNITIES

implementing automation at scale

We’ve helped businesses large and small identify

5% of businesses have successfully scaled

From £30k+ of savings in a small department, to

OUR MISSION

Operationalizing a repeatable process for
About 50% of RPA and AI projects fail, and only
automation. So for companies in need of digital
transformation, we
frameworks
demand

and

provide

training,

toolkits,
with

on-

consulting, and day-to-day support

to set up or mature Centre of Excellence
teams in Robotic Process Automation (RPA) and
Intelligence Automation

OUR ETHOS

EMPOWER, OPTIMISE AND DISCOVER

Whether you hire us to come on-site, or

work with us, remotely we aim to empower your
team with the knowledge and know-how to run
successful RPA and AI projects at scale.

Streamline and optimize your business processes
and RPA team, and discover new technology, like
AI and other automation solutions that meet
your unique needs.

opportunities

£2-4million of potential automation saving across
a large business units

We’ve helped set up and mature Design and
Support

teams,

so

we

know

how

to

automation for robustness and sustainability

build

OUR TARGET AUDIENCE

If you’re new to RPA, struggling to scale, or

momentum has stalled, we’re here to help

OUR METHOD

Our AEIO YOU method helps global businesses

who are new to Robotic Process Automation (RPA)

to implement Intelligent Automation in a faster and

more scalable way to; empower and educate
teams to automate faster than their competition

OUR DIGITAL SERVICES

We can start supporting you team today with:
• Tools, templates and RPA awareness packs
• E-courses (we continue to add more niche training)
• Web app for analyzing and assessing suitable
opportunities for automation

ON-DEMAND CONSULTING
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START ENJOYINGYOUR AUTOMATION JOURNEY
Struggle no more! Welcome to the new age of digital transformation

As you start on this journey you will enviably encounter challenges and pains as your
team matures through these levels. From engaging with clients, business and industry
leaders, consultants and analysts in India, US and UK, we’ve observed the common
mistakes companies and RPA teams repeatedly make. We help you to avoid these
pitfalls and overcome common challenges

There are 6 levels of automation team maturity that we have identified:

0

Level 0: Explore stage

1

Level 1: Experiment stage

2

Level 2: Pilot stage

Completely new to the technology. Deciding which provider to choose

Learning the technology. DIY builds to understand the platform and capabilities

Proving the value. Launching simple bots to demonstrate financial and
non-financial benefits

3

Level 3: Team formation stage
Deliver value. A multi-skilled and experienced team delivering significant
benefits

4

Level 4: RPA factory
Consistent value. A repeatable approach to implement with consistent quality and
speed, confidently bring on more IA capabilities e.g. chatbots or ICR/OCR

5
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Level 5: CoE as a Service
Scalable value. Setting up hubs in a federated structure to reach more teams
Leania.co
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YOUR LEAN IA JOURNEY
Our process is as simple as A, E, I, O, YOU

HOW WE GET YOU ON THE RIGHT TRACK
Understand your automation team’s

YOUR
RPA
READINESS

strengths

and

weaknesses,

get

suggested actions on how to mature

Use our ‘HOW MUCH CAN YOU SAVE’
calculator

We discuss how to succeed at RPA
and IA

ASORB
OUR FREE
CONTENT

Essentials for success by avoiding
most common pitfalls and mistake.
Why our method works and ROI tips
How to overcome common RPA
challenges, concerns and issues

Learn the details and background of

READ BUSINESS
@ THE SPEED
OF BOTS

our AEIO YOU method

See what it takes to implement scalable
automation, and hear the insights from

a collection of industry thought-leaders
Let’s learn about you and
your pain points

BOOK A
DISCOVERY
CALL

START
WORKING
WITH US

We’ll discuss your situation at a high level,
and send you our recommendation on
how we can proceed

We can also run a discovery session
for a more accurate assessment
We’ll co-create a strategic plan
and Automation roadmap, and
can

deliver automation remotely

We'll tailor our toolkit, deploy a

governance model, and support you to
operationalize it, so you can churn out

TAKE THE
TEST AND
RECEIVE FREE
REPORT
GET ANSWERS
TO YOUR
MOST
PRESSING
QUESTIONS
UNDERSTAND
OUR METHOD
& GAIN
INDUSTRY
INSIGHTS
REVIEW OUR
ASSESSMENT
ON HOW WE
CAN DELIVER
SUCCESS
REVIEW OUR
PLAN AND
ACCESS OUR
TOOLS &
TRAINING

automation solutions on-demand

(How fast can we get your to LEVEL 4!)

Leania.co
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YOUR RPA MOT

How We Work

IMPLEMENT INTELLIGENT AUTOMATION THAT SCALES
Why are 50% of RPA and AI projects across the industry failing, and why have only 1% of businesses
have successfully scaled automation? We investigated and discovered core mistakes and challenges
which were common throughout the industry and had been experienced by every automation expert
we talked with or read about whether in UK, Europe, India or USA. They are predictable, and avoidable

We follow our AEIO YOU method at a strategic level, to roll out automation
company-wide by building momentum

A AWARE & ALIGN

We engage with you in consultation calls, and can

Y YIELD

We educate your team in how to measure the live

carry out a 1 or 2 day discovery session to discuss your

automated processes that have been implemented, to

we can deliver automate quickly. We align ourselves

suggest ways for continued improvement to improve

business requirements and understand where and how

compare actuals with estimates and track benefits. We

with your business and team to ensure we achieve the

the delivery of both financial and non-financial benefits

best result

E EDUCATE & EMPOWER

O ORGANISE & OVERSEE

You will have access our tailorable Centre of

We educate your team in RPA delivery, from

identifying the best opportunities, to ensuring

Excellence (CoE) toolkit, (collection of tools,

automations are robust.
Working closely with your staff, we provide them with

templates, governance models, RPA role profiles,
RPA training and awareness material etc) so you

tools for them to get involved, so they learn on the job

can continue to develop your in-house capability

.

and work with us in a standardized way, to learn
our consistent and repeatable delivery method

I INSPECT & IDEATE

We gather process metrics and data to map our your

We also can keep a LeanIA Consultant with you for

as long as you need until your team can

U

company’s process landscape. We analyse this to
create an enterprise plan on how to roll this out

across your business, to give you the highest ROI that

matches your company’s objectives. We create a
plan for how we will work with you to deliver your Quick

Wins quickly

confidently deliver automation opportunities

UNCOVER, UPGRADE & UPSKILL
Our

consultants

can

help

you

vet

technologies to enhance your automation

new
to

maximum benefits and savings, as well as
guide

cases.

your

team

in

identifying

good

use

We are also developing an AI finder to discover

O OPTIMISE

and

compare new cutting edge technologies on

We work with your team to design the right

the market which are relevant for your unique

build a robust solution and assist with UAT testing,

you trial this once we've helped you reach LEVEL

automation solutions, we work with the developers to

ready for you to launch
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business needs. As a new client we'd love to have
4 on the CoE maturity scale.
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LEVELS OF RPA MATURITY

0

4

Level 3: Team formation stage
Deliver value. A multi-skilled and
experienced team delivering
significant benefits

3

Level 4: RPA factory
Consistent value. A repeatable approach to
implement with consistent quality and speed,
confidently bring on more IA capabilities
e.g. chatbots or ICR/OCR

Growing

5

Level 5: CoE as a Service
Scalable value. Setting up
hubs in a federated structure
to reach more teams

1

Level 0: Explore stage
Completely new to the technology.
Deciding which provider to choose

2

Level 1: Experiment stage
Learning the technology.
DIY builds to understand the
platform and capabilities

Level 2: Pilot stage
Proving the value.
Launching simple bots to
demonstrate financial
and non-financial benefits

Learning

As is

To-be

Skills gaps

Tech-savvy

in RPA team

workforce

AEIO YOU

Toolkit: for

Struggling

Slow Project
/ Momentum

to scale

project consistent

Repeatable

& data-backed

framework

PAIN

strategy

PRIZE
Working with LeanIA consulting

REALISE BENEFIT. IMPLEMENT MORE

A-E-I-O-Y-O-U
AWARE
& ALIGN

EDUCATE
& EMPOWER

INSPECT
& IDEATE

OPTIMISE

YIELD

ORGANISE
& OVERSEE

UPCOVER, UPGRADE
UPSKILL

IMPLEMENT TECHNOLOGY.
DISCOVER MORE
ON-DEMAND CONSULTING
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London | Hong Kong | India
We’re a boutique RPA and IA consultancy firm, passionate about optimising how
businesses automate. We believe in providing intelligent automation in a lean and
streamlined way, hence the name.
We want to empower new teams with the technology know-how to deliver solutions that
bring efficiency, scalability and massive cost saving to their business

"Tier 1" level consulting, without the high price tag. We can afford to be lean,
because we leverage out unique suite of hyper-automation tools to get the job
done

Consultancy and Analysis
Our lean team of Analyst-Consultants each have over 6 years in Business Analysis, 5+ years
each in RPA., working on projects which used UiPath, Blue Prism and Automation Anywhere
platforms, as well as strong software development (including RPA development)
management experience.
They have worked in industries such as Finance, Insurance, Telecoms, Aerospace, Utilities,
Fintech and Asset Management and have worked at some of the world’s largest consultancy
firms
Solutions Architecture
Our Lead Solution Architect has over 17 years’ experience in IT and software development as
well as hands on experience in ASP.NET and various RPA platforms
Development
Our certified developer team each have over 10 years’ experience in IT/software
development, with amble experience in RPA using tools like UiPath, Blue Prism and
Automation Anywhere.

We are ready to optimize how you automate...
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